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Chapter 7

Electron capture in O6++Na(3s)
collisions

7.1 Introduction

In collisions between multiply charged ions and atoms the dominant charge transfer takes
place into increasingly highern-shells with increasing charge state of the projectiles. As a
consequence close coupling methods are limited to not too highly charged ions because of
the increasing number of basis set states which must be included in the calculations. In case
of alkali atoms the situation is even more demanding due to their low ionization potentials,
leading to capture into highn-shells even for projectile ions in relatively low charge states.

In this chapter a systematic study of state selective one-electron capture in O6+ + Na(3s)
collisions is presented. Main objective is to test state-of-the-art close coupling calculations,
namely the two-center basis generator method (TC-BGM). Compared to H+ and He2+, the
use of higher charge state projectiles results in a much richer Na+ recoil spectrum. More
capture channels are open and their transverse momentum distributions vary more strongly.

Experimental work on collisions between alkali atoms and highly charged ions to obtain
information on state-selective cross sections has mainly been done by means of photon emis-
sion spectroscopy (PES) [88,91,226–229]. In these studies line emission cross sections were
measured and compared to the ones constructed from state selective cross sections given by
theory. On the theory side the problem has mainly been treated by means of classical trajec-
tory Monte Carlo calculations (CTMC) [85,88,91,227–231], which do not suffer from basis
set size limitations. Close coupling atomic orbital calculations have only been performed for
Aq++Li (q=2–6) [59].

Concerning the O6++Na system studied here, Schipperset al [88] measured OVI (10→8)
emission cross sections which show a steep increase by almost an order of magnitude in the
2–8 keV/amu energy range, in line with CTMC calculations presented by the same authors.
In a pilot MOTRIMS experiment Turkstraet al [26, 147] investigated single and multiple
electron capture, but no state-selective data could be obtained.

O6+ is not a bare ion but has two electrons in the1s shell. In the TC-BGM calculations
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110 Electron capture in O6++Na(3s) collisions

Figure 7.1: The longitudinal momentum spectrum of 3 keV/amu O6++Na(3s), in which the position of
several O5+(n) shells are indicated.

the dynamics of these core-electrons is neglected and the screened O6+ potential is modelled
by a bare C6+ Coulomb potential. In other words, theoretically the O6++Na collision system
is approximated by C6++Na. The choice of using O6+ instead of bare C6+ ions in the first
place is given by the difficulty to obtain intense C6+ ion beams. However, a few runs with
C6+ as projectile have been performed in order to compare the resulting Na+ recoil spectra
for the two collision systems.

Besides one-electron capture, also some aspects of multi-electron capture in O6++Na
collisions have been studied. Na2+ recoils were measured for 7.5 keV/amu impact energy,
revealing the main two-electron capture channels. The results are discussed in terms of po-
tential energy curve diagrams, and possible transfer mechanisms are identified.

7.2 One-electron capture

One-electron capture in 1–9 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions has been studied by measuring
the Na+ recoil spectra. The range of collision energies covers projectile velocities up to
the classical orbiting velocity of the Na3s electron, which corresponds to 9 keV/amu. In
figure 7.1 a longitudinal momentum spectrum of Na+ recoils is shown. The spectrum has
been taken at 3 keV/amu impact energy, at which the longitudinal momentum resolution of
0.1 a.u. corresponds to a Q-value resolution of 1 eV. In table 7.1 the Q-values and longitudinal
momenta for transfer into the relevant shells are given. The O5+(1s2nl) binding energies are
taken from reference [232].

A compilation of Q-value spectra is shown in figure 7.2. At low energy electron transfer
is dominated by capture inton= 7, while with increasing energy alson= 6, n= 8 and higher
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n Q-value (eV) plong(a.u.)
l = 0 l = n−1 l = 0 l = n−1

5 -15.4 -14.5 -1.81 -1.71
6 -9.0 -8.5 -1.13 -1.07
7 -5.2 -4.8 -0.72 -0.69
8 -2.7 -2.5 -0.46 -0.44
9 -0.9 -0.26
∞ I = 5.14 0.37

Table 7.1: Q-values and longitudinal momenta for electron transfer into the relevantnl states in
O6+(1s2)+Na(3s) → O5+(1s2nl)+Na+ reactions at 3 keV/amu projectile energy.

shells become of substantial importance. At low energies the process is fully exothermic
(i.e. negative Q-values), which means that the collisions are “superelastic”: the transferred
electrons are captured into stronger bound states.

From these Q-value spectra relative partial cross sections for capture into then = 5−8
shells of O5+(1s2nl) are obtained by fitting Gaussian peaks to the spectra. Subtracting these
contributions from the total capture yield one obtains the partial cross section for capture into
all principal quantum shells withn≥ 9.

Capture into differentl -states could not be resolved, but the non-degeneracy in thel -states
contributes to the width of the Gaussian peaks. For Li-like oxygen the energy difference
between the lowest (l=0) and highest (l = n−1) angular momentum states within a specific
n-shell is about 1 eV forn= 5 and decreases with increasingn (e.g. forn= 8 this difference is
reduced to 0.2 eV). Therefore the various peaks are fitted with Gaussians of different widths.

Our partial cross sections are compared with recent TC-BGM calculations (section 2.5.1).
The calculations consider only capture of the target3s-electron, which for the present energy
range is well justified. The generating space consists of all Na eigenstates of theLMN shells,
i.e. a total number of 19 functions, located at the target center, and hydrogen-like eigenfunc-
tions up ton = 10, i.e. a total number of 220 states at the projectile. As BGM-pseudostates
47 functions from the set{χµ

ν (r , t),µ ≥ 1,ν ≤Vt} up to orderµ = 4 are included, in which
Vt is the finite set of target states. The calculations are analyzed for impact parameters up to
60 a.u..

The partial cross sections are shown in figure 7.3(a)-(e). For the main capture shelln = 7
there is good agreement between experimental data and theory. For capture inton = 6 the
data are about 20-25% higher than theory. The energy dependence however, which shows
a shallow maximum around 6 keV/amu, is nicely reproduced. For capture into then = 8
channel at the low energy side theory predicts 25-30% larger relative cross sections, but there
is reasonable agreement toward higher energies. The sum of capture into all higher shells,
n≥ 9, shows a weak oscillatory behavior and increases rapidly above 6 keV/amu. In the TC-
BGM results the structure below 6 keV/amu is less pronounced, but the overall agreement
is quite good. It is of note that forE > 6 keV/amu Schipperset al [88] also found a steep
increase in the O VI(10→ 8) emission cross section. For the far exothermic and very weak
(<1%) n = 5 channel the oscillatory structure found by theory seems to be washed out in the
experimental data, but for the rapid increase above 4 keV/amu theory and experiment are in
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Figure 7.2: Overview of the Q-value spectra obtained for different projectile energies. The positions
of the different capture channels are indicated. The resolution in the Q-value spectra decreases with
projectile energy, from 0.6 eV at 1.125 keV/amu to 1.8 eV at 9 keV/amu.

very good accord.
The monotonic decrease with increasing projectile energy of then = 7 channel is due to

the broadening of the reaction window. Below 4 keV/amu this decrease can be explained by
the opening of the nearest channel,n= 8. The increase ofn= 8 flattens out above 4 keV/amu
at which bothn = 6 andn≥ 9 start to increase. Above 6 keV/amu it is the increase ofn≥ 9
which drives the further decrease of then = 7.

In figure 7.3(f) the TC-BGM absolute cross section for one-electron capture is plotted. In
the presented energy range the cross section takes a nearly constant value of 4.4×10−14 cm2.
For comparison a velocity-independent estimate based on the classical over-barrier model
(CBM) assuming a capture probability of 50%[37,52] gives a cross section of 4.2×10−14 cm2,
which is very close to the TC-BGM result. The total one-electron capture cross section is
nearly constant, in contrast to its individual contributions which strongly change with en-
ergy. As a consequence the energy dependencies of the relative cross sections, as plotted in
figure 7.3, mimic those of their absolute values.
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Figure 7.3: Cross sections for capture into O5+(1s2 n) for (a)n = 5, (b) n = 6, (c) n = 7, (d) n = 8, (e)
n≥ 9, present experimental data (¥), TC-BGM (—). Note that the panels have different scales. Panel
(f) shows the absolute TC-BGM cross sections for the total one-electron capture and the cross section
estimated from the classical over-barrier model (· · · ).
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Figure 7.4: TC-BGM distributions ofn-shell dependent capture. The cross sections for capture into
n = 7 are normalized to 1. Dashed lines are to guide the eye.

To further illustrate then behavior of the cross section then-distribution obtained from
the TC-BGM calculation is shown in figure 7.4. The partial cross sections of the main capture
channel, i.e.n = 7, are normalized to 1. Then-distribution shows the well-known broaden-
ing with increasing projectile energy, i.e., capture becomes less state-selective [50, 82]. The
distribution for capture into highn-shells can be represented by

σn = (n/n0)−α σn0, (7.1)

in which the partial cross sections are taken to decrease exponentially with a coefficientα.
The n-distribution for n > 7 (n0 = 7) does not follow an−3 scaling (α = 3) as would be
expected from phase space arguments, but falls off more steeply. Actually, between 1 and 4
keV/amu the calculations predictα values of around 13, which decrease to be approximately
7 at 9 keV/amu. From the experimental dataα can be estimated by comparing the partial
cross section for capture inton = 8 and the sum ofn≥ 9. An energy dependence similar
to TC-BGM is found although the values ofα are slightly smaller (for exampleα = 6 at
9 keV/amu). Deviations from then−3 scaling law have also been found in CTMC calcu-
lations for C6+, O8++Li collisions in the 1-10 keV/amu energy range [230]. Furthermore,
an extensive CTMC study on scalings for electron capture cross sections in Aq++(H(n=1-4),
Li(2s,2p)) with q = 2−10showed a similar energy dependence, whereα approached 3 only
at much higher energy [231]. Applying the proposed scaling laws to the O6++Na system, a
n−3 scaling is expected to be valid only forE > 35keV/amu.

For an impact energy of 4.5 keV/amu the transverse momentum distributions for capture
into differentn-shells are shown in figure 7.5 . These distributions show large differences.
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Figure 7.5: Transverse momentum distributions of state-selective one-electron capture in 4.5 keV/amu
O6++Na(3s). All distributions are normalized to their peak value.

Such differences are observed over the whole energy range. Capture into the lown-shells,
i.e. n = 5 andn = 6, results in relatively large momenta. The main capture channel,n = 7,
shows a sharp peak at small momenta around 0.1 a.u.. The maximum ofn = 7 occurs at
smaller momenta than that ofn = 8, but then = 7 distribution extends to larger momenta, as
compared to then = 8 distribution. The distribution for highern-shells, i.e.n≥ 9 is slightly
narrower than that ofn = 8. It is of note that at 4.5 keV/amu a transverse momentum of 0.1
a.u. corresponds to a scattering angle of 8µrad only .

In figure 7.6 a simplified potential energy curve diagram of the relevant channels is shown.
The initial state is approximated by a straight-line while the final states are pure Coulomb
curves. Polarization effects are neglected. Because of the non-degeneracy of the O5+(1s2

nl) states, the one-electron capture curves are represented as bands, in which the boundaries
are given by the lowest and highestl quantum number,l = 0 andl = n−1, respectively (see
table 7.1). Crossings between the one-electron capture curves and the initial state appear
at smaller internuclear distances for lowern-shells. By this, the increase of the transverse
momenta for lowern-shells (n = 5−7) can be understood. For capture into highern-shells
this trend is not fully continued. However, due to a bimodal distribution of then = 7 channel
its comparison withn = 8 is not straightforward.

To shed some light on this issue the weighted impact parameter dependent transition prob-
abilities,P(b)b, of the TC-BGM calculations are shown in figure 7.7(a). In this representation
the areas underneath the curves are proportional to the partial cross sections, because cross
sections is related to the transition probability via

σ = 2π
∫ ∞

0
P(b)bdb. (7.2)
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Figure 7.6: A simplified representation of the potential energies as function of internuclear distance,
showing the initial O6++Na(3s) state and the relevant final O5+(1s2nl)+Na+ states.

For better comparison the different distributions are normalized to their areas and depicted in
figure 7.7(b). The connection between the impact parameter dependent probabilities and the
differential cross sections or transverse momentum distributions is discussed in section 2.5.
Comparing the TC-BGM calculations with the potential energy curve diagram one observes
that forn≥ 6 channels the transitions occur at impact parameters smaller than the crossing
distances, while only forn = 5 also transitions outside the crossing distances can occur.

The transition probabilities show very different dependencies on the impact parameter,
as expected from our transverse momentum distributions. Indeed, by comparing the proba-
bilities of n = 5−7 (cf. figure 7.7(b)) one sees that the distributions peak at smaller impact
parameters when going to lowern-shells. Therefore the experimental transverse momentum
distributions are in accordance with the calculated probabilities.

The impact parameter distributions forn = 8−10 are very similar, with a small shift to
larger impact parameters for highern-shells. The experimental results forn = 8 andn≥ 9
support this prediction. Focussing on the comparison betweenn = 7 andn = 8 one observes
quite striking differences in impact parameter distributions. Then = 7 channel shows a peak
slightly below 20 a.u. and a steep slope on the large impact parameter side, with almost
zero contribution forb > 25 a.u.. Then = 8 channel shows two maxima, around 10 a.u.
and 23 a.u.. Then = 8 distribution extends to larger impact parameters than then = 7 one.
Interestingly, the local minimum in then = 8 (and highern-shell) channel coincides with the
peak in then = 7 distribution.

In fact, one might divide the impact parameter distributions in two groups according
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Figure 7.7: The transition probabilities as function of impact parameters for one-electron capture in
O6++Na(3s) collisions at 4.5 keV/amu, obtained from the TC-BGM calculations. In panel (a) the areas
underneath the curves are proportional to the partial cross sections. In panel (b) the distributions are
normalized to their areas to facilitate the comparison.

to their shape. Then≤ 7 ones are single peaked and decline steeply on the large impact
parameter side while at smaller impact parameters the decrease is less sharp. The ones for
n≥ 8 exhibit a double peak structure and the second peak occurs at impact parameters from
which then≤ 7 channels do not draw any flux.

These features are somewhat difficult to recognize in the experimental transverse mo-
mentum distributions. The double peak structure in then= 8 is not reflected in the transverse
momentum distribution. Actually, it is then = 7 channel which shows a bimodal distribu-
tion. To find out to what extent structures visible in the impact parameter distributions are
reflected in the transverse momentum distributions, an explicit calculation of the differential
cross sections from the transition amplitudes would be needed. However, this is far from
straightforward and not possible with the present theoretical results, due to a too small num-
ber of calculated impact parameters (see section 2.5). This issue might be better handled
by CTMC calculations, in which the momentum and impact parameter information are both
obtained directly from the classical trajectories.

7.3 One-electron capture in13C6++Na(3s) collisions

As pointed out above, in the theoretical description of the O6++Na collision system C6+ was
used as projectile. The1s2 shell of O6+ is assumed to fully screen the nuclear charge and
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Figure 7.8: Q-value spectra of Na+ recoils resulting from 6 keV/amu C6+ and O6+ collisions. Both
spectra are normalized onto their total area.

to be passive. In order to test these assumptions a limited number of experiments with C6+

were performed. The influence of core-electrons in collisions between partly stripped ions
and atoms has been studied in some detail. Experimentally it was found that the total elec-
tron capture cross sections for collisions between bare and partly stripped ions and hydrogen
increase with the number of core-electrons [233–235]. This trend was for example explained
by Larsen and Taulbjerg [236]. The presence of the core-electrons results in a splitting of the
l -states within then-shells, which can be of the same order of magnitude as the separation
of then-shells. The non-degeneracy of thel -states leads to a series of well separated curve
crossings with the initial state, while for a bare ion there is only one curve crossing pern-
shell. The larger number of crossings leads to an increase of the total cross section. Thus
the influence of the core-electrons on the capture process occurs in an indirect way via the
modified electronic structure of the ion.

To compare C6+ and O6+ projectiles Harel and Jouin [237] calculatednl cross sections
for collisions with atomic hydrogen. For impact velocities smaller than 0.3 a.u. differences
were found in the main capture channels,n = 4 andn = 5, but at higher velocities the C6+

and O6+ cross sections are basically equal. Thel -distributions were found to converge at
0.6 a.u. impact velocity. Experiments on C6+ and O6+ impact on He resulted in similar
findings [238–240]. The cross sections for capture into the dominantn = 3 channel are
equal for vp > 0.25 a.u., while thel -distributions become identical for vp > 0.6 a.u. [240].
Emission cross sections for 1–9 keV/amu A6++Li collisions (A=C, N, O and Ne) have been
found to be of similar magnitude indicating that for these systems core effects are of minor
importance [241]. For alkali target atoms capture takes place into highn-states where the
l -splitting is small. Therefore one expects smaller core effects compared to H and He targets.
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σn/σtot (%) experiment theory
E=4.5 keV/amu O6+ C6+ C6+

n = 5 0.35± 0.03 0.46± 0.06 0.30
n = 6 15.7± 0.5 12.5± 0.6 11.8
n = 7 51± 2 48± 2 52.0
n = 8 27.9± 0.6 27± 1 29.3
n≥ 9 5.2± 0.3 8± 3 6.5

E=6 keV/amu O6+ C6+ C6+

n = 5 0.53± 0.05 0.56± 0.05 0.45
n = 6 16.0± 0.5 11.7± 0.6 12.8
n = 7 45± 1 41± 2 46.9
n = 8 28.8± 0.6 26± 3 29.4
n≥ 9 10.0± 0.5 17± 3 10.4

E=9 keV/amu O6+ C6+ C6+

n = 5 0.82± 0.08 0.97± 0.05 0.79
n = 6 14.5± 0.4 11.2± 0.5 12.2
n = 7 30± 1 30± 2 34.6
n = 8 28.8± 0.6 28± 3 29.9
n≥ 9 26± 1 28± 3 22.5

Table 7.2: Relative partial cross sections (in%), comparing experimental data on one-electron capture
in C6+ and O6+ collisions on Na(3s) and TC-BGM calculations.

The challenge in obtaining an intense C6+ ion beam is due to the higher ionization poten-
tial compared to O6+. In particular the last ionization step takes 490 eV for C5+(1s) while for
O5+(1s22s) it is only 138 eV. As a result typical ion beam currents for C6+ are much lower
than for O6+, up to two orders of magnitude. To obtain a C6+ ion beam, isotopic13CO is
used instead of12CO. This circumvents the problem of He2+ contamination in a12C6+ ion
beam, caused by the equalm/q ratio. He2+ ions are present because of the use of helium as
a support gas in the ion source.

Na+ recoils resulting from13C6++Na(3s) collisions have been measured at three impact
energies, namely 4.5, 6 and 9 keV/amu, which correspond to impact velocities of 0.42, 0.49
and 0.6 a.u., respectively. To our knowledge no state selective one-electron capture cross sec-
tions for 13C6++Na(3s) collisions have been reported before. Multiply charged Nar+ recoil
spectra have been measured in a previous experiment by Turkstra [147]. Some differences
between C6+ and O6+ impact were observed, especially in the Na3+ and Na4+ spectra. Here
we will fully focus on the Na+ recoil spectra.

A Q-value spectrum of Na+ recoils resulting from 6 keV/amu C6++Na(3s) collisions is
shown in figure 7.8 together with the one from 6 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions. Both are
normalized onto their total area. On first sight one observes a quite similar spectrum with
some small differences only. For C6+ capture inton = 6 shows a lower intensity, but capture
into the highern-shells,n≥ 9, is somewhat increased as compared to O6+. For a quantitative
comparison the relative cross sections for capture into C5+(n) are extracted from the spectra
as described above for O5+(1s2nl).
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Figure 7.9: ptrans,y-distributions of then = 6 andn = 7 capture channels for 6 keV/amu C6+ and O6+

impact on Na(3s). All distributions are normalized on the peak maximum.

The results are compiled in table 7.2. In general only small differences are found and for
the main channels,n= 7 andn= 8, the differences are within the experimental uncertainties.
For capture inton≥ 9 C6+ impact shows a larger value than O6+ at 6 keV/amu, but for the
other energies the difference is within the experiment uncertainties. Concerning capture into
n = 6 the C6+ data lie clearly below that of O6+ for all three energies and are much closer to
theory. No real difference is found for capture into the subdominantn = 5 channel.

In order to explain these observations, it is first noted that there are no differences for the
two main channels,n = 7 andn = 8. To explain the increase of then = 6 channels in the
presence of core-electrons, we recall that the increase of the cross section due to the presence
of a core depends on the strength ofl -splitting [236], which is larger forn= 6 than forn= 7.
However, no effect is observed for capture inton = 5, which would be expected from the
above argumentation. At this point we would like to stress that our observations are based on
relative cross sections and whether a channel increases or decreases is strongly dependent on
changes in the other channels. Also note that previous work concentrated on either total cross
sections [236] orl -distributions within the main capture channels [237, 240, 241]. Whether
the physical description developed is also valid for the subdominant channels is not clear.

In figure 7.9 the measuredptrans,y-distributions for capture inton = 6 andn = 7 by C6+

and O6+ impact are shown. From these distributions the transverse momentum distributions
are extracted (see section 4.3.4). No differences are seen in the raw data, from which one
can conclude that the transverse momentum distributions of O6+ and C6+ are identical. The
observed cross sectional difference for then= 6channel is not accompanied by a difference in
the transverse momentum distributions. This seems to indicate that for the two projectiles the
effective impact parameter range is equal but that the coupling strength may differ somewhat.

From the experimental comparison between O6+ and C6+, one can conclude that at the
investigated projectile energies the theoretical approach in which O6+ is approximated by
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Figure 7.10: The ratio between single ionization and one-electron capture in O6++Na(3s) collisions.

bare C6+ is justified. One can reverse this statement: to test calculations on C6++Na(3s) one
can use experimental results from O6++Na(3s), which from an experimental point of view is
easier.

7.4 Single ionization

From Na+ Q-value spectra, as shown in figure 7.2, also ionization events which appear at
Q > I = 5.14 eV have been extracted. From these spectra one directly observes that in the
energy range investigated ionization plays a minor role. The contribution of ionization is
shown in figure 7.10, where the ratio between single ionization and one-electron capture is
plotted. Only forE≥4.5 keV/amu the ionization contribution to the Na+ recoil spectra could
be extracted from the experimental data (see appendix C).

It is found that even at the highest energy investigated, 9 keV/amu, ionization amounts
to only 1% of the total one-electron removal from Na and to less than 5% of the n ≥ 9
channel. However, its importance increases strongly from 4.5 to 9 keV/amu. It is of note
that for the same impact velocity the relative ionization cross sections are much smaller than
for H+ and He2+ impact (see chapter 5 and 6). Using the TC-BGM cross sections for one-
electron capture one obtains ionization cross section of 1×10−17 cm2 at 4.5 keV/amu and
4×10−16 cm2 at 9 keV/amu. TC-BGM calculations could not obtain ionization results.
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Figure 7.11: Recoil charge state distribution of 7.5 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions obtained from a
time-of-flight measurement. The H2O+ peak is due to collisions of the projectile ions with background
water along the whole ion beam trajectory.

7.5 Two-electron capture

In this section Na2+ recoil spectra resulting from O6++Na(3s) collisions at 7.5 keV/amu are
presented. As mentioned above, multi-electron capture in this collision system has been
measured earlier by Turkstraet al [26, 147] at lower impact energies, namely 1.5, 3 and
4.5 keV/amu. It was shown that compared to the Na+ recoils, the momenta for the higher
charge state recoils Nar+ (r = 2,3,4) are much larger, both in longitudinal and transverse
directions. The experimental momentum distributions were found to be in reasonable agree-
ment with CTMC calculations. However, the resolution was rather poor. Here with our
improved resolution different two-electron capture channels are resolved and on basis of po-
tential energy curve diagrams distinct mechanisms can be assigned to the different channels.

First time-of-flight measurements of the Nar+ recoils have been performed to investigate
the importance of multi-electron removal versus one-electron capture. The corresponding
m/q spectrum is shown in figure 7.11. Recoils up to charge state 4+ are observed with no
trace of Na5+. The relative cross sections for multi-electron removal are extracted from this
spectrum. These cross sections can be compared with CBM calculations. The internuclear
distance at which thei’th electron can be transferred, i.e.Ri , can be directly converted to a
cross section, i.e.,

σi =
1
2

π(R2
i −R2

i+1), (7.3)

in which one corrects for the flux drawn by the next electron to be captured (see section 2.4).
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Na+ Na2+ Na3+ Na4+ Na5+

R (a.u.) 31.2 5.13 4.36 3.79 3.14
σ (10−16 cm2) 417 3.22 2.04 1.99 0.79

Table 7.3: CBM capture radii and absolute cross sections for Nar+ recoil production.

σ (Nar+)/σ (Na+) (10−3) Na2+ Na3+ Na4+

present experiment 9.8± 0.3 6.4± 0.3 4.9± 0.3
CBM 7.7 4.9 4.8

Table 7.4: Relative cross sections for multi-electron removal in 7.5 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions,
comparing present experiment and CBM calculations.

The prefactor 1/2 takes into account the capture probability [37]. The cross sections are given
in table 7.3, while the relative cross sections are shown together with the experimental results
in table 7.4.

First considering the relative cross sections it is seen that the Na2+ production is about
100 times smaller than that of Na+. The cross sections for Na3+ and Na4+ are only∼ 35
and 50% smaller than the one for Na2+. A remarkable good agreement with CBM estimates
is found. No experimental absolute cross sections for one-electron removal are available.
Therefore the TC-BGM result for one-electron capture is used to put our data on an absolute
scale. This yields cross sections of about 4.3×10−16, 2.8×10−16 and 2×10−16 cm2 for two-,
three- and four-electron removal, respectively. These cross sections are remarkably close to
the CBM values (cf. table 7.3). However, the CBM results have to be viewed cautiously.
First of all the model predicts an appreciable amount of Na5+ which is not observed at all.
Also the assumption that the capture probability is 50% for all electrons is disputable. CBM
treats the target electrons independently. This might be valid for the capture of the3sand one
of the2p electrons, because of the very different character of these electrons. However, this
is probably not valid when two or more2p-shell electrons are involved.

The Q-value spectrum of Na2+ recoils resulting from 7.5 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions
is shown in figure 7.12. The resolution is∼ 6 eV. The Q-values of the relevantnln′l ′ states
are given in table 7.5. Two groups of two-electron capture channels are contributing to the
spectrum. The dominant component appears between -20 and 0 eV, which corresponds to
double capture into3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6). The intensity drops rapidly at the Q-values corresponding
to transfer ionization with one-electron capture into O5+(1s23l ) states. Therefore from the
spectrum one can conclude that transfer ionization plays a minor role at this impact energy
and that the two-electron removal is fully due to two-electron capture. Also capture into
higher doubly excited O4+ states, starting from4lnl ′ on, are excluded. The second Q-value
region at which recoils are found lies between -60 and -30 eV. These energies are associated
with double capture into3l3l ′. Remarkably, double capture into3l4l ′ is not observed and also
3l5l ′ seems to be a weak channel. The occurrence of either capture into the symmetric3l3l ′
or asymmetric3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6) configurations suggests two different population mechanisms.

The transverse momentum distributions of the two configurations are shown in figure 7.13.
Double capture into3l3l ′ results in a rather broad distribution extending to large momenta
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Figure 7.12: Q-value spectrum of Na2+ recoils resulting from 7.5 keV/amu O6++Na(3s) collisions.
Double capture states of O4+ are indicated as well as the onset for transfer ionization.

O4+(1s2nln′l ′) Q-value (eV)
2s2 -200

2ln′l ′ n′ = 2 -189→ -164
n′ ≥ 3 -132→ -86

3s2 -54
3l3l ′ l , l ′ ≥ 1 -48→ -40
3ln′l ′ n′ = 4 -31→ -22

n′ = 5 -21→ -15
n′ = 6 -17→ -11
n′ = 7 -14→ -9
n′ ≥ 8 -12→ -2

3s n′ = ∞ -6
4ln′l ′ -6→ 22

Table 7.5: Q-values for the relevantnln′l ′ shells in O6++Na(3s) → O4+(1s2nln′l ′)+Na2+. Binding
energies of the O4+(1s2nln′l ′) states are taken from reference [232].
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Figure 7.13: Transverse momentum distributions for Na2+ recoils resulting from 7.5 keV/amu
O6++Na(3s) collisions: double capture into O4+(3l3l ′) (– –) and O4+(3ln′l ′) (—). Also CBM cal-
culation is shown (· · · ). All distributions are normalized to their peak value.

(> 10 a.u.), while for capture into3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6) a much narrower distribution at smaller
momenta is observed. From this one can conclude that the population of the symmetric
configurations occurs at smaller internuclear distances than that of the asymmetric configura-
tions. Furthermore, a CBM estimation, in which the Coulomb repulsion along the projectile
trajectory is calculated (see section 2.4), is shown. In this model two-electron capture can
only occur forR≤ 5.1 a.u., resulting in transverse momenta larger than 5 a.u.. While capture
into 3l3l ′ shows a momentum range similar to that of the CBM, the momentum distribu-
tion of 3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6) lies at smaller values. This suggests that the3l3l ′ states are populated
mainly at internuclear distances. 5 a.u., while transfer into3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6) takes place at
larger distances,R& 10a.u..

In order to interpret the Q-value and transverse momentum spectra, potential energy curve
diagrams with the relevant two-electron and one-electron capture channels are shown in fig-
ure 7.14. For clarity different panels are used. For a givenn-shell the curves for double
capture into the3lnl ′ states are depicted as broad bands, which narrow for highern-quantum
numbers. Starting from3l5l ′ and 3l6l ′ these bands start to overlap, resulting in a quasi-
continuum of doubly excited states. The impact parameter dependent transition probabilities
for one-electron capture at 7.5 keV/amu obtained from the TC-BGM calculations are shown
in figure 7.14(d).

Population of the3l3l ′ states can proceed at the crossing between the entrance channel
and the3l3l ′ outgoing channel, which occurs at internuclear distances of 4–5.5 a.u. (fig-
ure 7.14(a)). In fact this is more or less the same impact parameter range as estimated with
the CBM. This might explain the similarity between the3l3l ′ transverse momentum distribu-
tions and the model prediction for two-electron capture.
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Figure 7.14: Panel (a)-(c) represent the same potential energy curve diagram, but showing different
single and double capture curves. Panel (d): transition probabilities as function of impact parameter for
one-electron capture at 7.5 keV/amu, obtained from the TC-BGM calculations.
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The complete absence of3l4l ′ population indicates that the two-electron transfer between
the entrance channel and double capture channels is not likely at large internuclear distances,
R> 7 a.u.. It means that for capture into higher doubly excited states, which cross the en-
trance channel at larger internuclear distances, other population mechanisms have to be ac-
tive. Population may proceed in a two-step manner via the single-electron capture states.
The transition probabilities of one-electron capture (figure 7.14(d)) show a strong coupling to
n= 6 andn= 7 levels at impact parameters of 10–20 a.u.. These levels strongly overlap with
the3l6l ′ and3l7l ′ bands (figure 7.14(c)). From the Q-value spectra double capture into3l5l ′
cannot be excluded, but this channel is at best weak. Coupling with then = 6 single-capture
curve becomes possible forR< 12 a.u., at which this channel is probably already depleted
by the population of3l6l ′.

State selective double electron capture in low energy ion-atom collisions has been studied
extensively, but mainly for noble gas targets. The complete arsenal of experimental tech-
niques has been used: TES [104, 242, 243], PES [244–246], Auger electron spectroscopy
[247–252], COLTRIMS [118–120] and recently a combination of Auger electron spectroscopy
and COLTRIMS [253]. But in none of the experiments alkali targets were used.

For the population of doubly excitednln′l ′ states in two-electron capture one usually
distinguishes two classes of mechanisms, namely monoelectronic and dielectronic processes
[252]. The importance of either one of the mechanisms is explained via potential energy curve
diagrams. Monoelectronic means transitions in which one electron is transferred, i.e., at a
crossing of the initial channel and a single-capture curve or at a crossing between a single- and
double-capture curve. In dielectronic transitions two electrons are captured simultaneously,
i.e. at a crossing of the entrance channel and a double-capture curve, which is also called
correlated-double-capture (CDC) [247]. A more complicated process is correlated transfer
and excitation (CTE) [254]. After a monoelectronic transition of the first electron, the second
electron is captured while the first electron changes itsn-shell number. This can be seen as a
kind of auto(de)excitation.

Often two classes of doubly excitednln′l ′ configurations are defined, namely symmetric
(n′ ≈ n) and asymmetric (n′ À n) configurations. Many experiments have shown that for
two-electron capture from He the population of asymmetricnln′l ′ states cannot proceed via
monoelectronic transitions [249,252] but has to be explained in terms of either CDC or CTE
processes.

In summarizing our results for the O6++Na collision system we found that the population
of the symmetric3l3l ′ states occurs at small impact parameters (R≤ 5) in a one-step process,
by a direct coupling with the initial state. Double capture into the asymmetric3l6l ′ and3l7l ′
configurations takes place at larger distances (R≥ 10) via two-step processes. Applying the
terminology developed for double capture from He, the population of3l3l ′ occurs via a single
dielectronic or CDC transition. Double capture into3l6l ′ and3l7l ′ occurs always via at least
one monoelectronic transition.

Our findings lead to a result reversed from that for two-electron capture from He. For our
Na target the population of the asymmetric states can proceed via monoelectronic transitions
which is excluded for He. Different findings from He and Na targets should not be surprising.
In case of He two equivalent electrons are captured, while for Na the two captured electrons
originate from differentn-shells, having quite different binding energies. Closely related is
the observation that the ratio between one- and two-electron capture for Na is on the average
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one order of magnitude larger than for He. Therefore two-electron capture starting from
single-capture curves may be expected to be more important than for He.

Although a good agreement between experiment and the CBM calculations is found in
the cross section for two-electron capture, the recoil spectra show that two-electron capture
is dominated by processes which are not included in CBM, namely those occurring atR> 5
a.u.. Therefore the correct cross section prediction of CBM is rather fortuitous.

7.6 Conclusions

In this chapter one- and two-electron capture in O6++Na(3s) collisions at keV impact energies
has been studied by measuring the Na+ and Na2+ recoil momenta. Partial cross sections for
one-electron capture at 1–9 keV/amu collision energies have been determined and compared
with close-coupling TC-BGM calculations, which included projectile states up ton= 10. The
partial cross sections for capture inton= 5, 6, 7, 8 andn≥ 9 show an overall good agreement
with theory. Only for weak channels deviations at most on the order of 20-25% are observed,
but in all cases the energy dependencies agree nicely. The transverse momentum distributions
of the different capture channels were also extracted and most features could be understood
by comparing with the impact parameter dependent probabilities calculated by the TC-BGM
method. In addition to electron capture information on ionization could be extracted. It is
found that ionization is a weak channel which increases strongly in the studied energy range.

Also Na+ recoils resulting from C6++Na(3s) collisions have been measured and com-
pared with those from O6++Na(3s) to study the influence of the core electrons. For the main
n = 7 andn = 8 capture channels no effect was observed. A small difference was found for
capture inton = 6.

The Q-value spectra of the Na2+ recoils show two groups of two-electron capture chan-
nels, namely3l3l ′ and 3ln′l ′ (n′ ≥ 6). The transverse momentum spectrum reveals very
distinct distributions for these two contributions. Using potential energy curve diagrams dis-
tinct population mechanisms could be ascribed to these channels. The population of the3ln′l ′
(n′ ≥ 6) states can be explained by two successive monoelectronic crossings, while transfer
to the3l3l ′ states occurs at a single dielectronic crossing. The dominant two-electron capture
channel proceeds at larger internuclear distances than predicted by the classical over-barrier
model.




